
1. Mai: American woman, plus three strangers 

Summer, Year 15 A.A.D. (After Asteroid Disappearance) 

 

Ever since I can remember, I wanted to be normal. I still 

haven’t figured it out. 

It’s just after 2 A.M. and sitting on my pullout bed, 

earbuds1 blasting, I manipulate New York City’s autonomous 

deliverybots from my studio’s one window. Even at this hour, 

thousands form lines of quick-moving metal traffic outside my 

fifty-fifth floor apartment, obediently following predetermined 

routes. With my armscreen, I reconfigure bots at random to 

separate from the others, each spinning its tire-sized disc in 

circles of freedom before jetting skyward, blue emotieyes filled 

with GLEE. 

Giving up on the game and trying to sleep, I stand and 

stretch stiff limbs. I remove a vitashake from the cryo, sucking 

on the tab as I dress in a bodysuit and sneakers. After a 

moment, I add one of a half-dozen worn t-shirts. It hangs to my 

knees. 

                                                           
1 HAL-LEE—BOT plays: Music On A Long Thin Wire — Alvin Lucier 

Commented [RL1]: This is a great opening for a YA book, 
this speaks very deeply to many teens (and adults too).  

Commented [RL2]: I like the footnotes, but I think they 
need to be introduced a bit. The first one should say 
something about who/what Hal-Lee-Bot (who I’m going to 
refer to as “H-bot” in my notes) is and why she/it is 
providing this information. It took me awhile in this chapter 
to realize that H-bot is talking directly to Mai, acting like a 
built-in advertiser/encyclopedia/manners expert. But this 
wasn’t clear to me. Maybe Mai can make a comment about 
how she doesn’t need H-bot to explain every little thing, 
which H-bot ignores.  

Commented [RL3]: This is a bit confusing, and I had to 
reread it. Perhaps you could give a bit more explanation or 
H-bot can tell Mai to stop messing around with the bots.  

Commented [RL4]: You could add a jingle or ad copy for 
vitashake here to make it clearer what it is (I’m assuming it’s 
basically like Soylent).  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dwE4Jwk_zeI

